jellyfish are really not fish
but they do make a fine dish
in salads with radish
but do not be foolish
and mix them with moon fish
Yes, if we could talk to the animals
what would you ask?

perhaps
where did you get your stripes?

where do you hide your hip flask?
they say I only have a three second memory
so why can I recite
to you this verse?
a three second memory verse
they say I have
could there be anything worse?
this fish is a Lion that you can rely on in the ocean, a beautiful fish with venomous poison, it might carry a remedy for our cancer.
respect the big ones
and the small ones
even the dirty ugly mothers
that love to eat us
alive
see the horse in the water
gracious, wild
lock up your daughter
turns up side down
when fed the wrong
slaughter